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Films Committee considers
separation from SAC
by Jim Monnctt
trtseditor
Memben of last semester s
Films Committee are coimderiiig
separaung from the Student
Activities Coimmttee(SAC).
Richard Frost. Dean of
Student Development said the
problems between the Films
Committee and SAC's Main
Planning Board developed last
fall over
'some differences
between people on how things
should operate."
SAC chair, iMichelle Imhoff
('93). identified part of the
problem as a move on her part tc
put into writing previousl)
unwritten methods 01 working
within theorganizadon.
SAC
didn t
have
a
constitution. ' Imhoff said, "so
that was one of my things to do
for this year."

With a push towards written
organization over this year,
members of the Films Committee
say they became "disgruntled."
Brit Lindfors ('91) had
ided to resign as Films chair
it the end of the semester and had
d Imhoff and Anne Bakier, the director of student
^•ctivities, of her plans to play
loftballthisspnng.
t Lindfors explained that the
nplication and interviewing
of new candidates for
chair was done late in the
iester and a new chair had not
approved by the Main
Board, Frost and
-Gras
when
this
[ester's movies needed to be
did the film ordering and

planning with the (Films)
Committee,
Lindfors said.
Bakker-Gras and Imhoff said
Lindfors should not have ordered
the movies without the Main
j ^ J j ^ n g Board 5 approval of the
Lindfors.
Dana Devries
( 93). Eric Rossing ('94). David
Misner ('91) and Janet Bowdich
(91). all memben of last
semester s Films Committee, said
the Main Planning Board had
seen the movie list,
I tentatively booked (the
movies)," Lindfors said. She
explained
she
called
the
distributor and reserved the
movies for particular nights
before taking the list before the
Main Planning Board.
We took them a list, asked
for questions, comments and
received none so then I ordered,"
Lindfors said. By ordering, she
called the distributor back and
confirmed thereservauons,
Imhoff said members of the
Main Planning Board had seen
the movie list but not approved it.
She said when she found our
during finals week that the
movies were already ordered she
was upset.
T was out of my mind, so
Anne (Bakker-Gras) called in the
change for me," Imhoff said.
The changes consisted of the
Main Planning Board s restructuring of the movies ordered.
"T think the whole thing is the
Main Planning Board is trying to
get more people to go to the
movies," Bakker-Gras said.
The movies are ordered from
two companies. Films IncorSee 'Films,' P. 4

Students marched In Washington D.C. last weekend In protest of A r n e r l c a r w n m t a ™
Involvement In the Middle East. Several Hope students participated In the march
P h o t o by

Andy

Wilson

American students fear terrorism
by Scott A. Kamkoaes
•rwi editor
u d CPS
In recent weeks, numerous
rumors have been floating across
the Hope College campus in
regard to the status of Hope
students involved in overseas
study programs.
The rumors are a reflection of
the concern for American students
abroad following threats from
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein of
terrorist actions in retaliation for
the U.S. role in "Operation Desert
Storm "
Across the country, campus
study abroad offices have been
flooded with calls from parents

and students about the 60,00070,000 students abroad.
In a letter tins past week from
Neal Sobania,
director of
International Education at Hope,
to faculty and staff, Sobania
wrote that. "To date no GLCA
(Great Lakes Collegiate Association), Institute of European
Studies (IES). Institute of Asian
Studies or Council on International Educational Exchange
programs have been cancelled.
The very few programs that have
been cancelled were January
interims that either included
extensive travel through a number
of countries and/or were with
students who did not speak the
language of the country to be

visited." This is indicative of
responses across the country.
Sobania said that 35 Hope
students were studying abroad
this semester and that five of
those dthcr didn't go or returned
because of the Gulf crisis.
"(Hope) is in contact with a
broad range of these sponsoring
organizations," wrote Sobania,
"...and our information will be
continuouslyupdated."
University
of
Michigan
students and jrafessors, alamr
with those of six other I L S
universities with programs in
Florence. Italy, recently received
nearly identidd letters threatening
See Terrorism,' P. 2
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Professors analyze journalists' coverage of war
Jim l i o u e t t
• f t t editor
With the Gulf War, print and
broadcast media has become the
public's pipeline to the situation.
Two
Hope
communication
lessors, Dr. Ted Nielsen and
Dennis Renner, agree that the
U.S.'s media coverage of the
gulf war is essentially fair.
Renner, speaking on the
media coverage ingeneral and the
print (newspaper /magazine)
media, spedlictlly said, American media is always biased
toward the system and our
leaden. And I expect that."
He said that American
journalists have "tremendous
empathy" for the situation and
have a tendency to portray the
U.S.'s leaders as heros. This
Renner thought is not as bad or
wrong. It's part of the political
system to put in one's nation's
preferences.
"It's the only way you can
communicate to an audience
about an internal conflict."
Rennerexplained
"The
journalists
are
communication in a conflict and
as long as they talk to our side,
America will be the good guys,"
Renner said.
Nielsen, who calls himself a

"broadcast historian," said, "I
don't think (the coverage) is
slanted.. I'd be really surprised if
the national news were slanting
(it) in anyway. "
Explaining why people might
think the broadcast coverage
seems pro-American, Nielsen
said that viewers take a certain
amount of "baggage " with them
when the^ watch and listen.
"Were carrying a lot of
baggage," Nielsen said, "What
we uiink about (the news
anchors) and about what they talk
about, " This enters into how
people think about the coverage.
Another point to remember,
Nielsen stressed was that the
military is controlling the news
and where the press pool in
Saudi Arabia can go while other
footage out of Baghdad as been
approved by Iraqi censors or
taken right off of Iraqi television.
Overall, Nielsen likes Peter
Jennings 'work on ABC, since
Jennings seems to always be
honest about which censors may
have cleaned up which broadcasts and news Imks.
Relative to the U.S. military" s clamp down on news,
Renner said their reasons are
myths and unsubstantiated by
research.
The president and other

leaden may be making assumptions about a past undercutting of
the war effort by the mediaTThe
plans about what information
[iven to the media were
ormulated after the Vietnam
War. These plans for the Gulf
War
appear to Renner and
Nielsen to be much more restrictive.
Part of the difference in
coverage is that the Gulf War
journalists are doing pool
coverage where information is
shared by a small group for the
rest of the media. The military,
though, is restricting and
shuttling the pool in Saudi Arabia
to see and take pictures of only
what the military wants them too.
Nielsen wonden what will
happen when the land war
begins. At Chat point it will be
harder for the military to keep
journalists from hitching rides to
the different fronts as was done
inVietnam.
Renner chinks the new
restrictive control
of Che
journalists is a result pf a myth
that the media undercut the war in
Vietnam. Renner saidthat content
analyses of media coverage
during Vietnam found overwhelming support for the war.
A convincing summation,
according Co Renner, of chis

f

Students hear speaker on draft

research is Daniel Hallen s book
" The Unwritten War " in which
Hallen examined the date and
found
the
coverage
was
supporting the war.
"We do know that the
reporters are being denied the
access to the soliders that (they
had) in World War II," Renner
said During chat war, the
politicians helped the journalists
to be on the scene The
politiciansbelievedthejournalisui
would respect the need for
security in reference to what
information was printed.
Pool journalism cannot make
up for Che lack of direct coverage
The public needs trained professionals to report what is
happening, Renner said.
"1 m not really comfortable
with this policy of keeping the
journalists out," Renner said He
observed chat bare facts draw
sympathy. As a citizen, Renner
chinks he has che right to know
and see what is actually
happening
He emphasized that seeing
and reading about the does not
have anything to so with whether
or not the war is just.
"It's a separate issue about
whether it's a just war," Renner
saifl "1 can still support the
effort, but 1 want to know what

TerrorismC o n t i n u e d from P.1

.by Jill F l a a i g u
guest writer
•
Hope students concerned
.about che draft came out last
Tuesday to hear Michael Rice and
'Dale Scaton of the Selective
•Service branch of the Michigan
.Departmentof Military Affairs.
Rice, who is a colonel in the
'National Guard, is head of
•selective service for the entire
.state while Staton, a major in the
Guard, is head of one of the state
Vegionalbranches
Although much of the
jevening was spent discussing the
process of the draft, both men
were auick to reassure that, in
light of the current Gulf crisis, the
<dnftremainsunlikeiy.
,
Said Rice, "We do not
envision the need to even consider bringing the draft book."
•
Stoton repeated this idea,
^You can't say never, but
c ^ V ^ y rot any U*n? xyu-''
emphasized that the

main idea behind the draft is to
make conscription as fair as
possible
Said Rice,"(The draft) had
been a non-entity since 1973 to
most of you." In the intervening
time, the process has been
streamlined with many defermentsdiscontinued.
The first step is the drawing
of lottery numbers, after an act of
both Congress and the President
has reinstated the draft. After the
lottery numbers are drawn, those
lucky men are considered "understood available' and are to report
for exam and induction.
If there is a chance' for
deferment, it is at this point that
proceedings are undertaken. If
someone wishes to be a
conscientious objector there is an
automatic
postponement
of
induction
Fully 50 percent of potential
service personnel are in eligible
for one reason or another
• ttifcitiiiiiiiiiftfitffliiain

Possible deferments are conscientious objeaors, ministers
and students of the ministry,
reservists, veterans, hardship
cases or anyone whose immediate
family member has died in the
service or is Missing In Action.
College students are no
longer eligible for deferment,
although they would be allowed
to finish their current semester.
College seniors would be able to
comoletetheyear.
Despite the reassurances that
there will not be a draft, some
studentsremainedskeptjcal
Kirk Duthler ('91) said, "I see
there's a possibility that our
classmates will be drafted. It's a
difficult thing Co call, but I think
there will be a draft."
Eric Fielding ('93) said. "I
chink it could be a possibility. I
don't want to go to war but, if I
was called, I'd go at once."
Student Congress sponsored
the event to dispel myths that
students may hold. _ * ;
" '

them with reprisal if the United
States went to war with Iraq.
Italian authorities investigating the group, which calls
itself the "Secret Popular Revolutionary Movement," advised
the students to keep a low profile
even though they re pretty sure it
was a hoax.
Hopes International Education Office received numerous
calls this past week in regard to
che program in Madrid. Hope
concacted che IES office in
Chicago and, according to the
letter from Sobania, learned that a
threatening flyer had been found
in the student mailbox area of the
Institute officesin Madrid
The flyer threatened to harm
Amencans but did not specifically
target
the
IES
students.
Orientation activities were suspended while the incident was
investigHted by the American
embassy. Students were informed and advised that they
could.,go home.

i s h aopening
i.
„ '

Kaowing, Renner said, is
not in conflict with American
interests. It's not "undercutting"
America.
Renner sttessed he is
supportive and would serve aghin
if possible. He was an officer in
the Navy on a tanker during the
Cuban Missile Crisis.
Nielsen said the military gets
authoritarian and clamps down
on information during these
times

Noi only does Renner think
the military's information clamp
down is unnecessary but a poor
eiami
"It's a wimpish thing when
you've got the power and
audience...then end up being
defensive and weak by dampening the flow of information,"
said Renner.
"Strong leaders know they
can communicate reality and have
vision enough to carry the treatise
of what they are doing and we'll
support it." he said.
About the print coverage,
Renner is pleased.
"Last mght I felt reading the

Sentinel the Grand Rapids
(Press) and the (Chicago)
Tribunahtii I gctabout as much
as you could hope for," Renner
said.

The analysis by the
embassy and Spanish police
determined that the note was not
written by anyone of Middle
Eastern descent and the name
included on the note did not
appear on any government list of
known subvenives. It is believed
chat the flyer was written by a
Spanish student to express and
American sentiment and create
panic.
Although the Institute has not
suspended the program in
Madrid, three of the four Hope
students in Madrid are returmng
home
Most foreign study directors,
although theyre encouraging
students to use common
and maintain a low profile,
heed advice by the
Department, which hasn't urg
any extra cautions be taken
Europe.
But as the letter from Sob
noted, "No one can ofTc
guarantees of absolute
abroad any more than we

liiuiiiimtti
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Gulf war sends some collegians to the streets
by Amj Hudson
(CPS) - War began January 17
just as collegians around the
country boycotted classes and
attended marches, speeches, sitins and even die-ins to protest the
United States' apparent willingness to go to war.
The openuig of hostilities,
moreover, initially seemed to
stoke the anti-war fervor of
students who had previously tried
to demonstrate to President Bush
that at least a certain number of
students would oppose using
force to oust Iraqi troops from
Kuwait.
We have a responsibility to
let (President) Bush know that
we do not support his actions,"
said Julie Marten, a student at the
University of California-Santa
Cruz who helped organize a
protest January 13. Between
3,000 and 4.000 people attended.
In addition to Santa Cniz,
students at the universities of
Michigan, California-Los Angeles Califonua-Santa Barbara.
Washington District of Columbia Louisville, lllinois-Chicago, Kentucky and Cincinnati
and Harvard, along with other
colleges across the country held
, protests
during
the
days
proceeding the Jan. 15 deadline
and even on Jan. 16 as war
began.
Off campus demonstrations
were held in most major cities
including New York, Boston,
Los Angeles, Detroit, San

Francisco, " Seattle, Chicago,
Denver andQeveland.
We have a simple and
adamant message to our elected
officials in Washington: Nothing
less than a peaceful, diplomatic,
non violent solution to tlie crisis
in the Middle East is acceptable."
said Jim Colli ert, a member of the
Middle East Peace Committee,
which orchestrated the Ohio State
gathering.
Now the war has started,
feelings seem to have deepened.
bverybody s hoping it will
end quickly," said Michael
Labban, a student government
member at Florida Atlantic
University, adding that he
expected protests in the wake of
the United Nations assault.
George Bratton, a computer
science professor at Austin Peay
State University in Tennessee,
held class as usual on Jan. 17,
the first day of classes after
hostilities began Attendance was
down though, said Bratton, who
speculated that many students had
stayed up late to watch TV
newscasts
"It s pretty much class as
usual." reported Todd Heitschnudt, student body president
at Kansas State University.
About 50 students protested the
invasion along with several
others who turned out to support
bush s decision.
"It was weird knowing we've

got a war going on and we're
here studying physics," admitted
Kansas State student Derek
Nelson. His other class held the
day after the invasion, a history
course, didn't discuss the war.
"Today the mood has shifted
more from a call for peace to a
feeling of let's get it over with
and finish our task,"1 said Rick
Peterson, graduate student body
president at Georgia Tech. "It's
sad. but that's what the feeling

agreed, urging professors to
show flexibility in dealing with
student absences...."

expensive that it will keep the
nation from solving its domestic
ills.
Sustaining the anti-war effort
. "I would be deeply worried if could prove difficult, however,
students weren't concerned about as a number of anti-war groups the war," Stevens wrote. "I some opposed to each other as
understand if they feel that, as a well as to American policy matter of conscience, they cannot comoeteforstudents' allegiance.
attendclasses "
In Washington, abehind-thescenes power struggle already is
With even campus officials developingbetweentwo rival antitolerating their activities, protest war groups planning separate
organizers were startled by
oy the marches on the capitol.

Today the mood has shifted more from a call
for peace to a feeling of let's get it over with
and finish our task'
-•Rick Peterson
UC-Santa Cruz reported class
boycotts. "It's ludicrous for professors to expect that students
will be able to channel their
energy into academic thought, as
far as talking about something
like Econ 1 or philosophy," said
UC-Santa Cruz sophomore and
anti-waractivist Kristen Weitz.
In December, Weitz's group
said two-thirds of the students
on campus said they would
support shutting down the school
for a week if the U.S. were to
aoacklraq.

numbers of supporters they were
ableto attract.
"Not only were we kind of
surprised, but everybody seems
to be surprised, including the
people out there," said Rachel of
the Stop the U.S. War Machine
Action network, one of several
national groups formed to protest
aggression in the Middle East.
In general, protesters cast the
conflict as one of being asked to

die to secure a supply of oil of the
U.S. and as one that will be so

The National Campaign for
Peace in the Middle East, a
coalition of about 400 organizations, most of them firmly in
the mainstream, held a march on
Jan. 26, The National Coalition
to Stop U.S. Intervention in the
Middle East, which grew out of
protests by former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark and has a
more strident approach, planned
one for Jan. 19. Some of the
leaders of the group called Jan.
15 for impeachment of President
Bush.
"We're strong enough to
organize for two demonstrations," maintained Carl Le
Van, a member of The National
Student and Youth Campaign for
Peace in the Middle East.

In a Jan. 15 letter, UCSC
Chancellor
Robert
Stevens

Ski Colorado
For Hope's Spring Break!

Excellence in
Ministry

5 Nights - March 16-23

KORNER

Starting From:

A t Western Seminary you
will find an intercultural
community:
• engaging in faith,
scholarsnip and service;
• reflecting on gospel,
culture and ministry;
reforming the world
through the Word.

Sound challenging?

For more information about
these exciting opportunities
and the M.Div., M.R.E., Th.M.
and D.Min. programs, contact
the Dean of Students at:

c x i i

ms
Western Theological Seminar/
86 East 12th Street
Holland. Ml 49423
(616) 392-8555

Sharing Condo With 6

= $406 p . p .

Sharing Condo With 5 = S435 p.p.
Sharing Condo With 4 = $476 p.p.

Included:
• Amtrak From Holland
• 4 Day Ski-Lift Tickets
• Transfers & Taxes
• 5 Nights Lodging At Hi Country Haus Condos
featuring:
2 Bedroom Units - Fully Equipped Kitchen
Color TV - Indoor Pool - 3 Hot Tubs - Jacuzzi
Convenient Location - Most Units Have Fireplaces

For More Details Call:

MTATmvel
21 W. 7th Street .-.Holland - 396-1492

Amtrak

Support our troops
as we INVADE Calvin!
LUednesday Night at the Kletz
Come w a t c h the big game
on T.U.

HOPE ft CAtVIM
8 : 0 0 p m

f rcc bo» of popcorn
t o anyone with a Kletz cup!
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Sckv. bead of the Virgimtbased Anocudoa of Physictl
Pltflt Adminifiraton of Uiriver-

Films

Continued from P. 1
porated and Swank. Bakker•IB hm .. M .••»••••• l n .
^ l c s and Colleges "cifliPUiBi Gras said she learned from Films
^ 1 1 « w k A B l % s d t t O « J f are much less dneodeot oo oil Incorporated representative that
nmitiQg waceruifltv tfaanevenfovoruveveanago.' Hope College qualified for a
: oil priocsismaJdxig tiu
"Itwai jastainttter oftune small-school discount on all the
mstee ia years on before it happened again, aadiremovies ordered. This discount
college camjnaes. B« not knew it, "
shaved off $2,000 from the total
"s ctmpni - indoors i t
According to Coates, daring for that company. For example,
the last energy crisis Hope did a tins weekend's "Pretty Woman"
costs $450 to $500 for big
nambor of things
oil to b a t their dorms, an now receiving a payback, schools and $250 for small
i and offices bsve bean ' Increased insoladon in oorms and schools
'mhoff said the Main
following federal oon- a move to the Central Enagy
Planning
Board had asked
a nadefines, imposed ManagementSystemwereamong
Lindfors (who is also a member)
after tbe crisis them.
lope bas been able to
The cottages are the one place to make changes in the preview
Hfe » nsaal since it where Hope does not have format wherein the student
itttaralgas.
control over the heat range. community gets to vote on which
. Aniyvtiifis to Pred Coates, Doing the last energy crisis, movies are shown the following
( Physical Plant, Hope applied timers to semester
The new idea was for the
i il tbe only wm thermostats in cottages that set
radly affea i s a d adjusted temperatures. But, preview tape to be shown in the
BUKdiately ^n terms rf cost) - according to Coates, students different dorms as a study break
f tbeprice of cnxie oil really six* figured out bow to adjust them Instead the preview night was
anyway. Also, Coates noted that done in the Kletz with a similarly
Other
amjnm have though there are few students in small turnout as in previous
tbe temperatuies in each cottage, they all have thtir semesten.
Lindfors took full blame for
*1 to between & and €S own hours and so il would be
Schools that use oil as dUficult to get them to turn down not implementing the new
source of beat, typically the heat for a nomba of hours preview format. "Yes, it was
probably all my fault I was too
Northeast, hive been Mchday.
"We try to replace tbe busy and too pigheaded to let
fomaces in the newly purchased anyone else help with it."
rii/TWt
The Films Committee has
oi tA ouogct mgou&ict
cottages. There are sail quite a
by a lack ctf state frw tnst aren't as e{Gicicnt,H said traditionally lost money. Imhoff
Ctetes. 'But lately we've been said this year Films is budgeted
tbemfastarthan wa can to lose >8,000. She said the
Main Planning Board thinks that
^ytmre
item. 11
While Hope may get off is too much.
Last year, according to
why h's cold in y « r reUrivelyeasy^oilprltses surge
a." ndnrittrrf Harvey bigber, some schools will not be Imhoff, Films lost money on
a vice presidest at n fortunate. It's costing George every weekend except two.
(University.
Mason University in Wan- Lindfon said Films "broke even
i prerviom energy crises ijqgton, D.C., anesm$460,000 or made money on sli:
and 1979 scat campuses to beat iu campus this winter weekends."
Bowdicli said members of
Expenses increased despite lowerioe the heat to 65
Film* wars mad about the ma via
lly» while ftmding
bad to defer
' The State University of New changes because some of the
to
jOttbuMngiandwt Yoct system wu already facing a movies were picked
lessors' raises. Tuition $51 million deficit wben correspond to activities on
ercent t escalating oil prices left its 64 campus.
We picked things to
„
• campuses wiu an extra .110
coordinme with other things on
tbewbde," saft Walter
in beating bills,
Hope's campus," Bowdich said.
Imhoff admitted that the Main
Planning Board did not considcr
Self-esteem linked with gender
Womens Week when they
Washington, D.C. (CPS) - Girls only slowly recover their selfchanged the Film Committee's
esteem after going through adolescence, and as a result tend to stay
selection of "Gorillas in the Mist
away from math and science courses in high school and college, a
to "Presumed Innocent." Imhoff
survey of 3,000 fourth through 10th grade students by the
denied rumors that someone or
American Association of university W omen found
some group had complained
about the inappropriatsness of
showing "Presumed Innocent,"
which deals with a woman s
traumatic
claimed. 6ut while boys
murder, during Women's Week
giristakealongertime.
This reason of coordination
of films and events is one of tbe
reasons Imhoff gave for why
important
The self-esteem gap ultimately keeps gins oui
Films should remain part of SAC
classes because "students who like math possess 'nilicantly„
and not become a separate
higher self-esteem, and students with higher self-esteem like math
organization.
and science more, "the research e n claimed.

i

•

%

1

"The
Films
Committee
should be a part of SAC because
you need to have more than one
persons opinion about what
should be shown.(and so
as).. .to coincide and compliment
other activities on campus,"
Imhoffexplained.
Lindfors said in the past
Films "always seemed to run
itself." She said Films should be
independent so that it could have
better records of financing, an
organized structure and be "self
regulating andself-auditing "
In response to the idea of a
separation of films from SAC,
Bakker-Gras said, "It is a part of
the entertainment on campus and
that is what SAC's function is to
plan
and
implement
entertainment and activities for
the student body "

'My ultimate hope is
that we can patch
things up with SAC,
but the Films
Committee would be a
separate organization.
I don't like hard
feelings and would like
to see it worked out.'
- B r i t t Lindfors
"Basically," Lindfon said of
the reason members from last
semester's Films Committee plan
to separate, "(Films) got tired of
someone coming from outside
our committee and telling us, not
asking us. what to do.
This way (SAC) can focus
all their energies on special
events" rather than on a "weekly
headache,"Lindfors continued.
The members of Films who
support separation spoke to Hope
College President John Jacobson
last week to keep him Informed
and to gat advica about
procedures. They also met with
student Congress President Brad
Votava ('92) and with Dean
Frost.
Frost said that his meeting
with them last Wednesday was
"informational and not decisional"' about how to go
through channels in becoming a
s e p a m e xganization

"1 Lhjok we gave th- in tbe
same kind of consideration u any
other student organization that
wants to become official Frost
said.
Films member Misner said,
"That meeting was intended to
present the possibilities that
things would work better if the
Films Committee was an
iidependeni xgamzation

Frost sees the problems as
those of communication.
"SAC wants quality movies
and this group wants quality
movies." Frost said. He also
offered to sit down with both
groupss tto facilitate discussion.
Lin<dfors said Frost offered
for two members of Films and
two memben of the Main
Planning Board to sit down and
talk. She said Films is more than
willing to do so
"We d be stupid not to," she
said
This
semester's
Films
Committee chair is Jianna
Smalley ('92) who is relatively
new to SAC and Films. She
went to one or two meetings last
semester and worked the last
weekend's films.
The Main Planning Board
eked her over David Hart, a
ilms Committee from last
semester.
Three other Films
Committee members applied, but
the Main Planning Board rejeaed

El

lb am which procadurally maam

that they were not able to
interview with Frost or BakkerGras.
Smalley said thefirst meeting
of the Films Committee this
semester did not go well and she
said she apologized if she did not
make the transition smoothly.
She said the second meeting went
smoothly, but then she learned
the other members of Films were
meeting with President Jacobson
aboutbecomingindependent.
"I was trying really bard,"
Smalley said.
"(Bui) they
wouldn't talk to me or anything
Misner said he has talked
with Smalley each of the
weekends this semester while he
was running the projectors
"She made it plain that she
was sick of all the trouble and she
wasn't going to put up with it."
Later he said, u s not her
fault.""
Smalley did not attend last
Wednesday's
weekly
Film
meeting When asked, she told
the committee that Films was
disbanded

Imhoff said any people not
currently on tins semester's Films
Committee just need to fill out an
application to be on the Films
Committee so that SAC has
records of membership
Lindfors closed the interview
saying, " My ultimate hope is that
we can patch things up with
SAC, but the Films Committee
would be a separate organization.
1 don't like hard feelings and
would like to see it worked out."
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imittee finalizes Critical Issues schedule
Gonzales also expressed the idea
that a large number of speakers
will provide additional insight,
many months of inviting this many is a risk
jij'the Critical Issues because each audience member
(CIS) committee is will want to hear more from a
the annual event. The particularspeaker.
An important addition to
will beein with a
address on Wednesday, this symposium is the oppor6 at 7 p.m. in Dimnent tunity for students to talk direcUy
K
d conclude with a final with the speakers in an informal
'address on Thursday at setting. The lunch period on
Lm. There will be Thursday has been set aside for
talis and other events this purpose. Gonzales stressed
that the symposium can be a
IRrat the two-day period
valuable experience, especially
le theme form this lor the students. He said, "1
jsymposium is Lifeboat
decisions for Tomorrow' want to make this an extension of
focus on many different learning with parallels or sup[telatiiig to the envi- ports what is going on in the
classroom."
Alexander Shoumatoff
fThere are 11 total
and five of them will and Gaylord Nelson will be the
Keynote
addresses Keynote speakers for the opening
Wednesday
and ceremonies Wednesday evening.
Shoumatoff is a staff writer for
Assistant
Provost New Yorker magazine while
Gonzales, one of the co- Nelson is a former U.S. Senator
former
Governor
of
ffor the CIS committee, and
1 tbe importance of such a Wisconsin. Both have broad
"group of speaken, when backgrounds and will be able to
We have tried to choose speak on many different topics.
CIS program with Nelson is also the founder of
^different perspectives " Earth Day so be provides another

[R. Hall

particulartyimportantpenpective
to the symposium.
The three other keynote
speaken are Samuel S. Epstein,
M.D., speaking on the politics of
cancer,
Wesley
GranbeigMichaelson providing a Christian
perspective to these issues, and
Chaia Heller providing some
suggestions on how to keep
Lifeboat Earth' from sinking.
Granberg-Michaelson is a graduate of Hope.
Other speaken will add
even more variety to the program,
addressing issues such as toxic
waste in developing countries,
the effects of global warming
and theposition of Greenpeace.
When Dr. Paul Van
Faasen, professor of biology and
co-cbair of tbe conunittee, was
asked if he thought tbe 'Lifeboat
Earth' theme would have been
more timely with tbe worldwide
celebration of Earth Day, he
noted that environmental concerns are continually important.
He remarted, "It may be
more important to use the environmental theme this year than
last year because everyone was
involved in Earth Day then. Tbe
interest and concern needs to be
sustained."

Congress appropriations committei
approves new anchor computer
Due to the recent failure of the V i c t o r If

archival repository.
"Comprising more than 22
linear feet of records, papen and
manuscripts. Representative Dalman's papen will tell tbe story of
activities in Ottawa County
throughout the past decade.
Under her leadership issues such
as highway widening, waste
disposal and jail overcrowding
were addressed," said Larry
Wagenaar, archivist of the Joint
Archives of Holland.
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A major American poet, Willi am Stafford, will read from his
work Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. in the DePree Art GaUery of
Hope College.
^
William Stafford has won not only tbe National Book Award
but also the Award in Literature from the American Academy and
tntfimtp of Arts and Letten, and the Shelley Memorial Award. His
books include "An Oregon Message"'. "A Glass Face in tbe Rain".
"Smoke's Way" and many othen. Stafford has served as
Consultant in Poetry to the Ubrary of Congress and bas lectured in
" — i t , Pakistan, Iran, Nepal, Bangladesh, Singapore and
Jand.
The reading, sponsored by OPUS,the college's literary
magazine, is free and open to the public.

W kgenaarcontiaoed/'Representative Dalman's keen interest
in historical preservation and
education is demonstrated by her
involvement on the board of
directon of the Historical Trust
and the governing council of the
Joint Archives. In the coming
year, Dalman"s papen will be
processed by tbe Archives' staff
" Her involvement as a leader and will be made available for
in the county is reflected in her research.

Now you can have two of the mow ici-uygtl and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa® and MascrC^rl*
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE HVH IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

c * M

Major poet to read in DePree

papen and will be a valuable
raerence and historical resource
in the yean ahead."

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

.

Hope's weekly student newspaper appealed last week to the
Student Congress Appropriations Committee for the purchase of a
'—
-nmputerized publishing system. The Appropriations
tee approved the request, but the newspaper is waiting for
Congress to decide how they will finance the nearly
|$10,000 needed for the system.
Editor in chief. Beth Pechu. said, "We've known for about a
year that we would eventually need to make the change from our
old CompuGraphics system to a Madntosh system in order to
remain compatible with our printer.
"The fact that our computer broke down last week merely
necessitated an immediate request."
For now the newspaper is making a partial transition by
composing its copy on the Macintoshes located in Van Zoeren.
The new system, on which the paper will be entirely
electronically produced, is expected to beinplaceby March.

ilman gives papers to Archives
)) .. Th« J«nd« F'
have been added
land Historical Trust
ion housed at the Joint
i of Holland.
12 yean, Dalman, now
tive for the 55th
served on the Ottawa
Board of CommAfter her success in
fiber's election, she
to make her personal
from her time as a
doner and chairperson of
board available to tbe
as part of an established

^
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Phelps manager suggests electric boards

* The table tents at Phelps
Dining Hill may be replaced by
two electnc bulletin boards as
Vran as next fall.
'
The boards would hang from
the ceiling on the left and tight
'sides of the cafeteria alongade
the descending ramps.
,
The idea occurred to Phelps
manager Chuck Melchoh when
1>e visited other colleges.
Melchori said. "We were looting
at the table tents and I wondered
'if there was a better way to
communicate (with students
without using table tents. So we
started Uunking about other
ichools we were at. We saw
fhem (the electric bulletiii boards)
atAdrian."
'
Melchori presented his idea

to Student Congress, which
showed interest in the idea.
Finally, Joe Miklosi ('92) vice
president, introduced the idea to
the student body in his "Congress
Corner Jan. 16. "This proposal
will be extensively researched,"
he wrote.
Aesthetics is one possible
reason to replace the table tents.
Table tents are often found
strewn throughout the d i n i n g
hall, often saturated with various
food substances.
Environmental concern is
another reason. About every two
days. Word Processing produces
approximalely 225 table tpnti for
use — none of which arc
recycled.
A final reason might be a
long-term, financial one. Since
Word Processing charges a little
over one cent to prepare each

table tent, an organization would
typically pay a b o a a dollar to fill
every table with the tents. The
bulletin boards would cost about
$850 each.
Many students support the
use citable tents.
Steve Hart ('92) said, "1
think it s a great way
for
students to find our what's going
on."
Rhonda Be^g ("91) said, "If
all the information were just on
bulletin boards, I would read it. I
do have time to read the table
tents when I'm eating."
Other students enjoy playing
with them. Mark Costner ('94)
said, "They're fun to squash, but
they don't fly very well."
Melchori said, I guess if
there's enough student interest in
the idea... I will supply them with
the resources. Then Til look into
it funher. If there isn't any
student interest, so be it."
Melchori also said, "It would
take some time getting used to."
It has been pointed out, however,
that a first-year student would
never miss the tenu.

CONCERNED?
R^gnancy?
Birth Control?
Sexually Transmitted Diseases?
AIDS?

Call ext 7585 and ask for Sharon.
Confidential counseling

Free pregnancy test

HOPE COLLEGE HEALTH CLINIC

CRISIS INTERVENTION
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR THE HELP-LINE

S5*
mA *

fcr-i
..sw
K "A*

396-HElvP

-School Credits Available
-Training Begins February 18th in Holland
-Become a Trained Crisis Intervention
Counselor and Grow While You Help Others
The Help-Line is a crisis intervention hotline which provides
confidential 24 hour telephone counseling, referral and
information services to callers w h o are facing problems in such
areas as: alcoholism, depression, suicide, loneliness, divorce,
health, family, legal, unemployment, spouse abuse, rape, or
whatever is troubling them.

A Hope sibling enjoys a game at the carnival held In the
Kletz for Sibling's Weekend. The carnival was only one
of Several events planned for the weekend. Other
events were tee-shirt painting, a juggler, and the movie
Duck Tales, photo by Rich Blair

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL THE HELP-LINE AT

396-HELP
i

•<
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re students interested in overseas study
A. Kaakoaea

«n increasingly mterworid, more students are
to study abroad than ever
But colleges are not as
ved as they would like to be
certainly think there is an
for more students to
overseas," said Neil
, director of Hope's
onal Education Office
they don t seem to be aware
what we have to offer despite
listings in tbe catalog and
places."
ording to Sobania, a
part of the problem is
"Students seem to think it

— - more money" to study
costs
overseas than at home "and so
dissuade themselves. That need
not be the case "
According to a recent survey
conducted by Penn State University, there has been a tremendous
surge in campus interest in
starting international continuing
education programs.
"A major objective of all
higher education is to help
students operate more effectively
in an increasingly internaiional
and multicultural world," says
Maunce East, head of George
Washington University's foreign
study program. "Study abroad is
one of the best ways to give
people first-hand exposure."
While Hope does not have its

own program, it makes use of
consortium programs through
organizations such as the Great
Lakes Colleges Association
(GLCA) and the Institute of
European Studies (IES).

'Study abroad is one
of the best ways to
give people first-hand
exposure.'
—Maurice East
"We are beginning to look
into establishing our own pro
gram," said Sobania.
He
mentioned the possibility of a
program in Mexico for Spanishlanguage students as an example
of what Hope could do.
Compared to the offerings of
other GLCA schools, Sobania

classified Hope as "probably
somewhere in the middle.
Kalamazoo College-with the KPlan' (which requires students to
spend at least one semester offcampus in order to graduate)--is
far and away ahead of
everybody "
Sobania noted that Hope
students seem much more
attracted to the May term and
summer sessions abroad than to
the semester
or full-year
programs "We send 70 students
each year to Vienna," said
Sobania. Vienna is Hope s oldest
involvement in an overseas
program with Hope students first
visiting Vienna in 1956.
This semester 35 Hope
students are enrolled in programs

abroad, though five nave returned
or chose not to go due to che
uncertainty brouont about by the
Persian Gulf War (see related
stay.)
"This number has been
increasing essentially each year
for the last 10 years," said
Sobania.
Of the 133 memben of the
Association of Continuing Higher
Education that responded to che
Penn State survey67)percent
were interested in offering or
expanding their foreign study
programs
Only 19 of the 74 universities
that already offer programs said
they were as involved in
international education as they
should be

xpanding Peace Corp offers travel and experience
Hope Oicmr
pus editor
Peace Corps representatives
be visiting Hope's campus to
it volunteers skilled in
cation, agnculture. health,
business.
special
cation, math, engineering,
uaculture and the skilled
es.
Volunieen will receive work
experience, free travel, paid
living expenses, free medical and
dental care, smdentloan forgiveness. graduate education opportunities and a$5.400 allowance.
Daniel Gilbert. Peace Corps
^blic Affairs Specialist, said.
'Hope is a very productive
campus for its size. Last year,
^ope had 18 applicants and six
actuaJly became volunteers.
Thais excellent."
Dr Neal Sobama. Director

CONTACTS

of International Education and
associate professor of history,
volunteered in Ethiopia.
Sobania said, "I gained
maturity and an in depth
knowledge of another culture and
country. 1 gained a new underaanding and perspective on the
world."

Volunteers also learn to solve
problems under adverse circumstances."
Volunteers are serving in
Hungry and Czechoslovakia and
agreement have been signed to
send volunteers to Poland.
Bulgaria and Romania, Laos.
Nicartqua, Panama. Uganda.
Boliviaand Nambiahave recently
requested volunteers.

'I gained new
understanding and
Oilbm sad,"Tbe growth at
perspective on the
the Peace Corps is linicd to the
world.'
fact that the cold war is ebbing
- N e a l Sobania
Peace Coras representative,
Gilbert, said,""The Peace Corps
offers a chance to get two years
of hands on experience in the
person"s field. Volunteers learn
the people skills -independence,
motivation,and innovation - that
employers are looking for.

to-people program where young
Americans assist people with real
needs.
" I am not convinced teaching
English to Hungarians and Poles
is a real need. It just serves U.S.
government policygoals."
The Peace Corps was
officially created by President
John F. Kennedy in 1961.
Kennedy announced his vision
for world peace and interculturtl

understanding at the University
of Michigan during the pres
idential :ampaign
Approximately
130.000
Americans have served in the
Peace Corps in over 100 developing countries.
Due to the agency's recent
growth, it escaped the 1991
budget cuts and its appropriation
was increased by $21 nuUion to
meet the demand for vohmeen.

and now a lot of those countries
need assistance in moving toward
free-market economiesTrhey are
asking the Peace Corps to come
in and teach English and develop
environmental and health programs.
Sol :.Qia said. "The Peace
Corps v is designed as a people-

WOMEN'S ISSUES
ORGANIZATION
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E r i c &. Charlie
I Student Services

nOVA

Thursday

LENS LAB
Contact tensoi for Leu
Fast. Convenient, Diirct-lo-You
savings of up to 50%. All Brands
and Prescriptions in stock, including Tints & Disposables.
Overnight shipments available.
Lenses 100% Guaranteed in factory-sealed vials.
Call for information and

m
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Editorial
Editorial
Adversity points up
student group problems

we h e l p "me
DvWlROJMtMT

e>y COK&jmikig

ixss

The reccnt atfvenaty berween SAC's MiLa Pl&nnifli Board and

SAC's Films Committee pomu up rwo major prwlems wiUi
pus groups.
First, this conflict raises questions about how much authority a
committee should have and how much reigning in a mam board can
do without iilegitimately overshadowing the work of the members
of a committee. And second, it addresses whether leaders of
groups should be promoted from within or whether students not
previously involved with a group should be granted a leadership

environment ay
COKliOMIMG LOTS OF
EKlVlfcOKlMEMTALLY

SAFE. PBOOUCTS/

CPS

position.
Certainly, in the case of the SAC conflict, the rescheduling of
this semester s movies, whether or not on deadline and whether or
not in the interest of saving money, was less than well-handled.
The Films Committee could have been called into an emergency
meeting to discuss the changes; after all, these students had
worked all semester on scheduling those movies.
Yet, on the other hand, die Films Committee, and any
committee, must realize that it makes recommendations to a larger
group. It is then up to the larger group to accept or reject the
sugg estions of the committee.
Because the Films Committee did not go through proper and
formal procedures with the Main Planning Board, it left itself open
to misunderstandings on the purposes behind their scheduling of
the movies.
Another catalyst of the rift between the Films Committee and
the Main Planning Board was the confusion over who would take
over the leadership position of the Films Committee.
Traditionally, the Films Committee has appointed its leader
from within, from those who have given time and service to the
committee, through a vote of the members of the committee
In order to promote more student involvement in its
committees, however, the SAC Main Planning Board decided to
open up the chair s position to the student body. Whether or not
the Films Committee was consulted on this decision and made
implicitly aware of it is not known, but they should have been. The
subsequent appointment of an "outsider" to the chair's position
disrupted theclose-knitcommittee
The issues here are ones which could have been solved by
better communication between the desires of the Committee and the
needs of the Main Planning Board. Certainly, secession of the
Films Committee is not desirable nor appropriate. There is no
question that some reasonableness and some willingness to listen
on both sides would go along way toward solving the conflict.
The question of origin for leadership positions is more
problematic. There is no need to second-guess the rationale of the
appointment of the current Films Committee chair. In the future,
however, leadership appointments to all student groups should be
looked « more carefully.
While it is undoubtedly in the interest of all student groups to
get more people involved, those who deserve to lead those groups
should have both the desire and the experience with the groups.
Those who have spent their time working with a group should be
rewarded with the opportunity toserve as their leaders. Promotion
from within is a great morale booster and provides a strong
incentiveforiong-term involvement.
It is time for the office of Student Activities to make a clear and
uniform policy on leadership appointments to student groups. This
policy should establish a method of appoinunent involving a
committee of students, staff and faculty; regard for the applicant's
experience and leadership abilities; consideration of a strongly
worded clause in which the activities of group members are
rewarded; and consideration of the recommendation of the current
leadership of the group.
Peitaps with such a policy, rifts between groups and their
committees and between committees and their leaders can be
avoided.

Q n nnf

Letter to the Editor
Support freedom to express opinionsj
DearEditor
This letter is in response to
signs posted around campus last
Fnday by the Arcadian fraternity
which demanded support for
U.S. troops and an end to Antiwar protests.
There seems to be some sort
of misconception that one can not

this day, my mother Lt. Janice R.
Schmidt, U.S.N.R., has been
serving aboard the Mercy Medical
Ship, now somewhere in the
Persian Gulf.
While I love my mom and
appreciate all of the American
men and women who are risking
their lives as pan of Operation
Desert Storm, I do not support
the policy that brought them
there. I also don't blame my
postal carrier for the postage
increase that will go into effect
nextmonth.
I agree with the U.S.
government in condemning the
Iraqi invasion and annexation of
Kuwait, and for adhering to the
U.N. charter regarding u e right
of memben to request assistance
in support erf their self-defense
and forbidding tenitorial acquisition bvfnrr*
I am opposed to Operation
Desert Storm and the unjustified
ecological destruction and loss of
human life.that will accompany

the current action in the gulf
region.
Having a family member in
the Gulf has helped me to realize
that every singly man and woman
serving over there - on both
sides - has a family.
My
concern is for the troops fighting
for both the Allied forces and for
Saddam Hussein. In terms of
human-worth, Americans are no
better than Iraqis. Every human

In terms of humanworth, Americans are
no better than Iraqis,
every human life is
priceless.

life is priceless. I am not un-'
Am en can, I am Pro-life, in the
most universal sense.
Oil has plaved amajor role in
determining U.S. policy. Prior
to Saddam Hussein's threat to
U.S. oil supplies, the U.S. was
unconcerned with his methods of
governing. The United States
sold billions of dollars worth of
weapons to Iraq while Saddam
was using chemical warfare
against his people.
Americans
represent
6
percent of the world population,
but account for approximately 30
percent of the world's annual
energy consumption. Forty-nine

:ent of U.S. oil is used
fuel can and trucks. Whit
need is a strong, national
policy of conservation
developing renewable
sources to reduce our addictioal
oil. We don't need war,
It had been estimated that 1
the middle of the next century i
will not longer be economii
feasible to drill for. It seems l
at this point investing
renewable energy
would be a sounder investmi
than waging a bloody de:
war in which there are
winners.
The Umted States needs tol
consistent in oposing
opposinc illi
occupation, stop financing
occupation of Arab lands,
for Peace, and actively
diplomadc soludon through
United Nations and the
League.
As
for the
Fraternity and all othen
want anti-war protests to
please be reminded of the
Amendment. Do not ask
to be quiet because you
with their views. Respect
Express your views
freedom of speech and press,
right to peaceable assemble,
do not forget that
American, no matter what
opinion, is entitled to the
freedoms.
For Peace,
Pam Schmidt
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The Domino s Pizza box lies
open on the coffee table, the final
piece of pepperoni curling as it
cools. The chairs are curved
around the television, the only
source of light in the living room.
Another Super Bowl winds to a
close (agood one for a change), a
part of the American attempt to
maintain some sense of normalcy
in this time of war

SUP OF THE MIND
Getting burned

/

i

JIM MONNETT

this isn t all that
in the bigger scheme ol
on a down-home,
please tell me what 5
of condensed beef
1 somehow missed that
ology classes. What s
al than eating (well,
)•
parted last fall when I
exceeded my Phelps
r
Phelps Quotient is the
Woe over which the
ses to inuke Phelps
that point it all tastes the
the same and digests
..not at all. Thisisnot

A few days later I decided to
do chicken in the skillet (that's a
frying pan isn't it?).
directions said to pour
corn oil into the skillet and heat at
a medium heal. In the cupboard
of house food like flour, sugar,
salt and stuff, 1 grabbed the corn
syrup. Whoops, you mean corn
syrup isn't the same as corn oil?
t . .
,
1 do believe ourfire alarms are

Even watching the game
though, there is no escaping the
aura of the war Peter Jennings
provides the latest aircraft loss
totals (ominously displayed like
an update from somewhere else
in the NFL) in an extended
halfume What we see of the
halftime show in Tampa brought
to us by Walt Disney is not a
bunch of our favorite cartoon
characters, but the sons and
daughters of U.S. troops in the
Persian Gulf.

^

^
^ e y never
off.
1
c
l d n 1 s ee
f
^
™
ire
L ^
^ s ^ g h the smoke. Wah«
^ 1
^edfthe c ^ a f ^
skillet and a fnend loaned me
some oil. It didnt taste bad.

The stadium is filled with
red, white and blue. The color
display seems to result not from
the abundance of Bills and Giant
paraphernalia, but from American
flags. Stars and Stripes of all
It took about a week before 1
sizes. As Bruce Smith works his
was up to cooking another new
way around the right tackle and
meal. This time 1 read the recipe
in towards the quartertack, the
for Meatball Gumbo before
camera catches the back of his
shopping to make sure that I had
helmet, which displays a small
everything. I got to meet a lot of
sticker, areplicaoftheU.S. flag.
nice mothers who didn't know
what condensed beef broth was
The excitement of the game
either (Later I learned it is beef on the field is a brief respite from
bouill^ncubes).
the tensions of around-the-clock
^
] was jjj^g
newscasts. But as we watch O.J.

T hen
1

food is bad But even
different food services
the body just doesn't
mymore.
tChri:stmas I got out the
culator and figured I
some money off

so one told me that the
board" and "off board"
failings.
c meanings.
On
en to being ^ d so that
hamburger with the egg, peeling
"Off board" refers
the potatoes, slicing the tomatoes
ic and other drowning
and shooting an onion across the
like in way over my ktchen with a kmfe when the
recipe told me to mix the
Maxwell said it best in condensed beef broth with the
"The Art of Survival, "
soup.
S a couple) wrote, "She
What soup?
M far over her head it
A soup was not in the list of
her a week to hit
ingredients.
Panic, fear and
after she drowned
'$ where I am now. It's visions of incompetence flash
weeks "ofTboard" and their trench coats in my mind So
I should mention
.that half of my problem
refuse to admit that l e a n t
totthe Better Homes and
Cook book for Christmas
I got everything from
gnvy to how to defrost
Pictures too
first week went fine. I
list and I stuck to it.
staples like chicken,
tater tots, eggs
'milk. So far so good,
from the beginning that
four nights a week I
cookrealmeals.
even boiled frozen
once this semester. I
jrppW impress you.

1 used
Whgl s

cream

of

P

01810

dlffefence
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If they haven't already, in the
coming days death tolls and
destruction may become routine.
1 just pray that they do not
become so routine that we view
them as Super Bowl scores.
Though life and homework
goes on, it is still difficult to not
return focus constantly to the
Gulf; I'm not comfortable staying
away from the TV for very long,
afraid I'll miss some significant
development. One of my
housemates noted that he has
probably watched more TV in the
last three weeks than all of last
semester. And it has nothing to
do with HBO.
My house has fallen into a
Persian Gulf War routine. After a
few days of watching CNN
around the clock, we currently
check in only periodically
throughout the day. Somebody is
usually watching the afternoon
briefing
with
General
Schwartzkopf, but lunchtime
entertainment is back to the
standard-Bob Barker and "the
lovelyDiane."
A frustrating aspect of the

LAST WRITES

A war routine?

SCOTT
KAUKONEN
Gulf situation as a student, as
insignificant as it may seem
relative to the jobs of those
stationed in the Gulf, is the added
ume.concentrationandemotional
toll that it extracts from studies.
In very few classes will attention
to the daily developments in the
Gulf contribute to academic
;ress (ie., toward the degree.)
et, as a concerned citizen and
friend, one desires to be as
involved and informed as
possible.
There is the addid feeling that
things are out of one's control.
The letters to Congresspersons
have been written, the flags
raised, the yellow ribbons tied.
Issues have been debated,
positions staked, prayers prayed.
And while these things continue,
there is something discouraging
when it has become routine.
However, as we continue to
reach out to our servicepersons in
the Gulf, we cannot allow
ourselves
to
view
our
commitment to them as routine.
We must continue to pray for
them and for peace as diligently
as we did two weeks ago. When
the lives of family and mends are
on the line, we are reminded that
nothing is routine about life.

Letter to the Editor
Animal rights group presents film
DearEditor.

P

betweefl

' ^
are
P * 0 S0U P w h e n ^
pouuoesintherecipe'
Remarkable it tasted good.
Unfortunately 111 never be
1 0 s c r v e 11 f o r
11
^
iookspre-eaten.
How do vou get the food to
look good? Maybe that s later in
the cookbook.
Since those initial forays into
the culinary arts it's been hit oi
miss since then. French omeleut
"«)•• Pancakes, petrified. Spa
ghetti, delicious Melted cheese
first degree burns.
L** wg 1 " w«s good n e a r
tonight.
01

Anderson rumble for four yards,
we know that developments in
the Gulf are only one chemicallyarmed SCUD missile from a
whole new ball game

We have now watched the
Allied air raids, day-in and dayout, calmed by the relatively low
number of Allied casualties,
simply amazed by the incredible
technology of the Patriot antimissile missiles. We still hope for
a short' war, or at least as short
of a war as can be hoped for. But
we know that ahead yet lies the
ground battle, whether it is next
week or next month -a ground
battle where the death toll will
rise to numbers we do not want
to discuss

Do you feel anger or concern
when you hear about animals that
are cruelly tested on or that are
inhumanely raised in puppy mills
or on factory farms? Or do you
just notice that those crazy animal
rights people are always so up in
arms about something and can't
imagine why?
Whether you want to do

something about animal rights,
find out all about it, or even if
you want to come and participate
in discussion for or against
animal rights, you are invited to
come and see a film on animal
cruelty and Join in a discussion
following. The movie is called
"The Animals Film," The first
half will be shown in Lubbers
Hall, room 101 at 9:00 on
Thursday, February 7. The
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second half will be shown at the
same time and place a week later.
Discussion will be held each
time. The movie will be shown
by the new group on campus.
Friends for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals.

Sincerely,
Memben of Friends for the
EthicalTreatmentofAnimals
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Arts
DePree exhibit examines modern life
bj Jia M o u r n
• m editor

Art does not have to be
inaccessible for it to be modern.

she^iook an art class in August
About this exhibition which
comes from Exhibits USA, a
national division of Mid-Amenca
Arts Alliance, art critic, Don
Lambert, wrote, "(Her)drawing;
did for me at first viewing whai
they have done for thousand!)
sinre. The drawings have made
us appreciate more deeply that the
private feelings we have arc
indeed universal "

into a mirror and drawing what
she sees and feels, rather than
looking at the paper and worrying

whether what she produces looks
likcart."
Elizabeth Layton: Drawing on
Of the 31 drawings on
Life" is a DePree Gallery display
display, there is bound to be ones
of drawings by an 87-year-old
that anyone can relate to and
woman that captures much of late
others that shock or offend with
20th century Am en ca.
their clearmodernimages
In these drawings (many in
The drawings are accompcolor) Layton has drawn herself
anied by brief explanations that
in different situations that reflect
give some added meaning to the
her life as she enters and lives in
works (some of those explanher ninth decade.
ations accompany the photo*
According to Lowery S.
They are hometown
here).
Sims, associate curator at the issues to me. They're
Her titles show her range of
Metropolitan Museum of Art in close to my heart'
topics Some of those are "Ameran exhibition brochure, "Layton's
ican Gothic", "Capital Punish-Elizabeth Layton
self-portrayal drawing is part of a
ment", "Genocide of the Amerprolonged journey towards selfican Indian", and "Self-portrait of
healingandself-reclamaiion "
Lambert
continued, Phyllis Schlafly, Anti-ERA AdSims quotes Layton ex• Surely, the drawings have vocate."
plaining why she took on social something to do with the desire
Overall, her works are at
issues like race and AIDS. for self expression and the power times fascinating, revolting, hum Layton said, "They are hometown of human creativity. And they
orous, guilt-inducing and socially
issues to me. They're
ey re close to must have something to do with
conscious.
The exhibit runs
myheart.
Elizabeth Layton s particular through Friday, Feb. 22, and is
Layton started drawing after method of drawing, of looking free.

My Crack Baby-A
Statue of Liberty(1981):
Bit of Trash in
the Gutter(1989) She is tired from rearing and fostering children t
used as c a n n o n fodder. Her responsibilities exh
her, but she does the best she can. She stands o
copper base (copper-bottomed pans) In a double
(double standard). The Scarlet Letter " A " brands
The blame and burden are hers.Individual woman?
nation? P h o l o by R i c h B l a i r
A dog raises Its leg
against this street corner
fire hydrant. Part of his
puddle trickles d o w n on
the baby. A nerd on the
curb relieves himself
directly Into the baby's
mouth.The baby lies In a
gutter strewn with crack
paraphernalia, beer cans,
cigarette butts, marijuana
stubs, and a dead body
amidst more gins, liquor
bottles, paraphernalia. Not
many rainbows here, but
on the store front are
signs-People Who Care,
Foster Parents, NA, AA,
and Drug & Alcohol
Treatment Centers. P h o t o
by R i c h B l a i r

Classical guitarist comes to H
HOLLAND-Paul
Vondiziano. classical guiianst.
will perform at Hope College on
Fnday. Feb. 1 at 8 p.m. in
Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk
Hall of Music.
His recital is sponsored by
the colleges department of
music. The public is invited and
admission is free.
Vondiziano was born in
Larnaca, Cyprus, where he began
his study of the guitar. He
continued his education in the
United States, and holds a master
of music degree from Duquesne
University in Pittsburgh. Pa.,
having completed his bachelor s
degree at Calvin College.
Vondiziano bas taught and
performed concerts in Cyprus and
the United States and has given

recitals in the N
Germany and at the
Festival in Edinburgh,
Several of his concerts
sponsored by or^ganL
as the German Goethe ^
the Cultural Service of the]
government. He was f r ^
concert for television I
and has to date compl
European tours.
He is a performing
the Michigan Tour
Agency and in 1989 wti
lor the North Carn"
Council s Visiting A
gram. He has also
Rooms and a Guitar^
"Glass Circle" label, a
roster of Music
Colorado Springs,
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b, American cultures clash in movie
Kiakoflea

Islamic world of Iran to which
probably attracted some at least the story develops adds to the,
Beti) s American-Irani*n doctor
somewhat undesirable attention srength of the movie, even if this
husband. Moody (Alfred MoItboot My D»ugbter\ilina), takes her and their young because of it. But Not Witboot aspect is overshadowed by the
ovie that will go daughter, Mahatab(SlieliaRosen- MyDtugbteru based on a true attention on Betty's attempts to
s o y and opens in Alpena
towards dispelling thal).
leave Teheran with her daughter.
Michigan,
in
the
imd-1980s.
As
-Arab feelings that
The movie could use more
What Betw discovers when
the
postscript
notes,
tins
is
not
brewing among those she arrives in Teheran is that she
development of the relationship
It is not an anti -Arab suddenly is subject to her the only story of its kind
between Betty and Moody while
involving American women in
they are still in the U.S. The
husbands whim and wishes-not Islamiccountnes.
viewer is left to make
the central conflict just in public, but in private. As
WhJc
the
movie
suffers
ai
assumptions which the movie
the husband and wife Betty and Moody are torn apart
times
from
poor
pacing,
hints at, but never fully develops.
itheclash of cultnrcs- by her desire for personal freeespecially
in
the
first
half,
it
does
The movie does suffer at
'can one in which Betty dom and his Islamic faith, Betty
d) has grown up, one seeks to find a way out of Iran maintain the suspense well times from less-than-convindng
enough throughout to carry the acting from both Field and
women to not only and back to the U.S.
viewer to the high-tension scenes
heads uncovered in
It is ironic that in a time of that prove to be the movie's Molina. It is hard to believe
Field's character such scenes as
but to have a career and high tenaon between Americans
strength
when she is crawling on her
a much more equal and Arabs that Not Without My
T h ie
e impact of the change in knees, crying before her husband
with the husband in
Daufbterfais its way to the the relationships between
and his family and Field's
the family; and the movie screens It also bas
Moody, Betty and Mahatab as portrayal does nothing to help.

The strength of Betty throughout
the movie as a whole just
doesn't mesh at times with
instances of quite the opposite.
Field does handle Betty as a
strong character much better.
After the initial scenes,
Moody never develops beyond a
one-dimensional character. This
is unfortunate as the opportunity
to explore the "whys" of Moody
is left to the viewer's speculation.
Despite its aforementioned
weak pomu. Not Witboot My
Daugbtdn a movie worth seeing
both assuspenseful entertainment
and as a stimulus for further
discussion
towards
understanding the culture of the Islamic
world.

o combine chamber music and parlor magic at Knick
e s R . Hall
writer
ow would 1 desenbe
bcr Magic, performed Jan.
26 at the Knickerbocker
? It was a unique program
showcased two friendly
ormers combining music and
xas few others could.
Richard Hatch is a pro
'onal decepuomsi who has
cred
many
prestigious
Is since choosing music as a
•tiinecarcerinl983.
Rosemary Knnura is also
!
tc accomplished and currently
her violin in the Houston
d Opera
and
Houston
lymphony When they perform

ibe

w i irtU-

whole.

The second piece showed
this unity
as ICimura played
light, flickering notes Hatch
pulled playing cards from the tip
of his wife's bow. At another
point. Hatch demonstrated the
magic of Chinese rings, while
Kimura played an Eastern
sounding tune in the background.

through several lively toxics,
adding difficult pizzicato notes
along the way. She sometimes
closed her eyes in concentration,
and seemed completely at ease in
performing this type of music.
She was accompanied by pianist
Elfin Schultz-Berndt. who is a
piano instructor at Hope.
In places such as these, the
[ he curtain opened onto a
music complimented the magic
stage with
only
a few
Kimura clarified this when she
furnishings, creating an intimate
mentioned earlier that "you don't
effect, ibis fed into Hatchs
really miss the m u s e until it's not
favonte style of performing,
there."
which he calls"close-up" magic,
Though the performance inspired mostly by Fredo Raxon
showcased the couple combining (a German magician) and Jean
their talents, they also performed Eugene Robert-Houdin (the
separately, and this allowed them father of modern magic).
a little more freedom.
Hatch uses slight-of-hand
Kicxi s
viiia
ftcccs o i ^ c nract more than vta* be
showeo her skill as she nooed wouM ctU apptmnrs mtgic.
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when the tncks were performed.
The wand was especially
effective because as he released it
from his hands it hovered and
slowly rotated while he passed a
small hoop around it. In
explaining how he produces these
effects, Hatch explained that "90
percent of deception relies on
psychology
rather
than
technology."
On the whole, I enjoyed the
performance, but there seemed to
be something missing. Kimura
played her instrument well, but
she seemed limited by the type of
show. Out of necessity, her
pieces were "lively and short,"
and I got the impression that
when she plays outside of this
formal, she can more folly
express herself.
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which would involve intricate
mechanisms. Instead, he prefer
to use mostly familiar objects
newspaper, an egg. magazines)
and likes to involve audience
members in the tricks.
Hatch performed many of the
traditional magic tncks such as
making cards and coins disappear
and reappear and he did this with
amazing dexterity. When audience memben were brought on
stage, humor and more intimacy
werecreated.
The two most impressive
tncks were the reassembling of a
shredded newspaper and the
levitation of a silver wand. Even
though the audience members
might
watch
for
hidden
wires t a d n i g n e Q .
it was impossible to see them
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Director of G.R. symphony to present addre
m i l AMn ~ Catherine
HOLLAND
Comet (koh-MAY), mosicsl
director of the Grand Rapids
Symphony, will present the
address "My Life and Work" at
Hope College on Thursday, Jan.
31 at 11 t.m in Wichers
Auditonum of Nykerk Hall of
Mosic.
Comet will also receive
National Honorary Membership
in Pi Kappa Lambda, a national
honorary society representing the
field of music.
"We are fortunate to have
had Catherine Comet as music
director of the Grand Rapids
S)Tnphony these last five yean,"
said
Charles
Aschbrenner,
professor of music at Hope and
president of Pi Kappa Lambda's

Zeta Delta Chapter, which
nominated Comet for membership. "Her broader and more
dynamic viewpoint has made a
considerable impact on western
Michigan."
In four yean, Comet has
brought both local and national
recognition to the Grand Rapids
Symphony, including the 1987
Governor's Arts Award, and
1987 and 1988 ASCAP awards
She was named recipient of the
presugious Seaver/NEA Conductor Award for 1988, the
largest prize of its kind given ID
the world.
This season is Comet sfirst
as the newlv appointed music
director ol the American
Symphony Orchestra in New

York City, and during the
summer she toured the Soviet
Union. Europe, and the United
States, where she was coconductor of the prestigious
Soviet-American Youth Orchestra. Comet also recently
guest conducted the Chicago
Symohonytocntical acclaim.
Prior to coming to the Grand
Rapids Symphony. Comet was
associate conductor with the
Baltimore Symphony In addition
to conducting many of thai
orchestras concerts, she was
artistic director for education
programs and responsible for
much of the Symphony s
outreachactivity.
Other positions she has held
include serving as an Exxon Arts

Musicians avoiding
CD "long boxes"
(CPS) - When music lovers buy
Sting s new compaa disc Tie

Soul Cige* they may notice
something funny about the
packaging.
Instead of ripping off the
outer paperboard box and
throwing il away, the paperboard
box will double as the CD cover.
Indeed, much of the new
music about to be released by
Sdng, Phil Collins. Peter
Gabriel. U2 and other musicians
in coming weeks will be
packaged in different devices that
are supposed to be environmentally safer than the paperboard "long boxes" that traditionally have encased compaa
discs.
"It s a wasteful package that
only exists for the retailers'
convenience, complains Robert
Simonds, a Rykodisc, Inc.
record company executive who
founded a group called "Ban the
Box" in 1989.
Ban the Box wants record
compames to get rid of the "long
boxes" that, he says, people
quickly throw away anyway.
Some musicians have responded.
Gabriel released his new

Endowment conductor with the
St. Louis Symphony, as house
conductor of the Paris Opera's
national ballet company and as
conductor of the University of
Wisconsin-MadisonSymphony.
At 12. Comet was accepted
to study with the renowned
Nadia Boulanger in Paris,
France. Al Id, she entered
Julliard, where she earned
bachelor s and master s degrees
in orchestral conducting in three
yean. She continued her studies
with another French master,
Pierre Boulez, which led to
engagements as guest conductor
of the BBC Symphony
She has since appeared as
guest conductor with some of the
country's leading orchestras.

including the Detroit!
Minnesou and
Orchestras, Buffalo i
momc, Utah,
Francisco Sym]
.Aspen Music Festr
Western Australia
Orchestra in Perth. She*
very successful
with the American
Orchestra
Comet is the fust
presented by the CollegJ
Delta Chapter, whi(
established in Hope ft
ago. Her lecture is being
conjunction with the
Women's Week
which this year runs
through Feb. 28.
UWE'sysiss1

• *

mMD

Action committee in North
Carolina.
Surprisingly, the packaging
indunry agrees with Ban the Box
advocates.
In the opinion of the
industry. it is overpackaged,"
said Floyd S. Glinert. vice
president of Shorewood Pack^ i n g Corp. and president of the
hntertainment Packaging council.
The people who want to keep
the long boxes, Glinert explained, are the retail en who sell
the discs to the public.
For one thing, the long boxes
are the only place on which
sellers can splash colors, images
and messages to try to get
browsers to make an impulse
buy" of any given album.
Also, the 6-inch by 12-inch
paperboard box deters shoplifters. who might find it easier to
steal the smaller jewel boxes.
Finally, the long boxes fit
into the bins in which retailers
used to keep LPs. New CD
racks could cost stores thousands
of dollars.

Nevertheless, packagen are
looking for alternatives. Glinert
album, Shttingtbe Tree, in just said.
its hard plastic cover, called the
One option may be the
jewel box" by music companies, folding box called Digitrak, in
and U2 has said it wants to do the which some copies of Sting's
same with its next album.
new CD will be encased.
Yet not all environmentalists
are overwhelmingly concerned
Slide Pak. a new form of
about CD boxes.
packaging developed by Shore"It's not something we've wood Packaging Corporation
taken a stand on. There are so
works like a drawer at a desk"
many other huge problems,"
and will use two-thirds less
reported Rusty Wood, an intern plastic than current CD cases.
at the Student Environmental Glinert said.
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Dutchmen slap Hornets at home
1 felt pretty good. I wasn't
hitting ail the shots. 1 probably
shot a pretty poor percentage. but
I was getting the shots 1 wanted
The NCAA Division III 10thto." said Elliott.
ranked Dutchmen continued their
The team is developing
winning ways as they topped the
rapdly, creating abetter working
Kalamazoo Hornets 82-72 at the
relationship out on the floor.
Civic Center last Saturday to
' We have a certain amount of
remain undefeated in the
Mi chi ^ an Intercoll eg i ate Athl eti c communication experience when
you talk about Carlson, Elliott
A5sociation(MIAA).
and Gugino.' said Van Wieren.
Kalamazoo tned to change
It s the surrounding cast which
their history as they came into the
Civic Center with a 5-31 record.
has to play effectively for us.
Despite early foul trouble Gugino got into foul trouble and
from Wade Gugino ( 92), Hope that puts so much more pressure
led the entire ball game with the on the supporting cast.
exception of a 14-15 margin with
In the second half, it was
10.34 left in the first half. The Bishop and Elliott and we got the
teams were tied at 19, but Hope ball to Wade a couple of times to
kept the Hornets at bay with as score," said Van Wieren. "And
Colly Carlson, the workhorse of
big a lead as 10.
" We had some key people get all workhorses, with all his
into foul trouble and we i l l
emotion, and his desire and his
stayed in the game/'said Glenn effortareratherunexplainable."
Van Wieren. I thought (Doug)
The total team effort was
Mesecar ('93). (Eric) Westrate shown in the playing statistics.
( 93), and (Scott) Bishop ('92) Of the nine players that played,
had outstanding games for us at only one played under ten
minutes.
that point.
"Doug Mesecar had some
" W e played pretty well," said
Enc Elliott ('91). "We had a lot bad bounces in the first half,"
of guys contribute and that's said Van Wieren. " I said to him
what we re»going to need to win at half time good things happen
to people who work hard and
big games like this. "
Elliott led the team in scoring you are working hard and I think
with 20 points, nine of which in this half things will work in
came from the line
yourdirection, andLheydid '
by R o c k c l l c Anderson
i p o r t s editor

24
Joffe ( 93) gets a second half dunk against the
lilamazoo Hornets last Saturday. Jotfe had 16 p o i n t s
5 rebounds. P h o t o by L a n c e Evert

Hope did not knock off a
small opponent.
"Kalamazoo College is a well
coached, disciplined, experienced. tou^h basketball team."
said Van Wieren.
"The composure of our guys
in the second half to maintain a
lead is really critical, especially
when the clock is winding down
and they 're coming after you."
With this game over,
everyone looks to the rival of all
rivalries tonight when Hope takes
on Calvin in Grand Rapids.
Elliott said after the game,
For me. this one's already over
I m already thinking about the
next one."
There will be some of the
same problems Hope encountered last year at this game.
"We're going to have to contain
Hondard and not let Hennink
hurt us because he's hurt us in
the past." said Elliott. "I think
the board are going to be a big
factor too."
Van Wieren said of looking
to the next game. "Today, enjoy
the win; tomorrow enjoy the
sabbath; Monday focus on
Monday, and Tuesday focus on
Tuesday and Wednesday focus
on Calvin.
"In other words, take it one
dayatatime "

Basketball teams have
long-standing rivalry
The Flying Dutchmen head to ^hc road w they tahc
on the Calvin Knights tonight in the 120th reneval
of one of the ^rratrst n ^ l n c s in the country Both
teams are unddefeated m tlie Michigan IntBrcollegiate
Athletic Ajsociition(MIAA) vith reconls of 5-0. Both
teajristeveonly one loss on the season vith an overall
record of 16-1. Hope is looking for revenge on last years
shoviiig v k n t]"ie Knights defeated them at each meeting
Calvin leads the ztve-z 61-58, v h i c h r ^ i c d m l?2i>2l
vhen Hope defeated C a l m 29-21 Hope lias not von m
the tot slx meetirgs, y^et Calvin hz5 only an eleven pomt
ajlvantage over the Dutchmen in 119 gajTies C a l m lias
scoi^d 7605 point? and Hope h.?3 tallied a mere 759^ point?
Tlie Dijtclurien have von at Knollcrest ordy sue tin±3
in the series to 21 for the Knights rrnce 1965-66 Hope's
hofiie cornt advaiitage is not so big leadiiig ttie Kraghts to
a 20-17 manm of ^ctory e,t the Holland Civic Center since
1954-55. The stage is set and all are prepared to do battle.
Fight tune is 8:00 and vill be trlrvised. Tictets are sold o'Jt

HOPE V.

Eric Elloltt ( 91) l o o k s to get the ball to Colly Carlson ( 92). A l t h o u g h Elliott scored
2 0 p o i n t s , Kalamazoo's t o u g h defense held him to 5 for 1 6 shooting.
P h o t o by L a n c e
Evert
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Swim coach wishes for challenge as Lake Forest si
by Dam Combs
stuff writer

The leam s other captain. Lon
Gano ('91). had the best time in
the 200 meter backstroke. Her
The Hope College swimming results did not count toward team
teams hosted Lake Forest College scoring because she swam
in a non-league dual meet, last exhibition
Sanirday.
Both teams, for Hope, swam
The meet look place at the
a total of 17 exhibition swimmers,
Kresge Natatonum in the Dow
12 for the men and five for the
Center, with both the men's and
women
women s teams scoring victories.
Dawn Hoving ( 94) set a pool
102-92 and 132-107 respectively.
record and an individual best,
Tbe women's swimming team
with a time of 2 16.62 in the 200
took first in eight of the 13 events
metenndividualmedleyrace
m the meet Tbe men s team
"1 was very pleased with
placed first in seven races
Dawn Hoving s 200 individual
Head coach John Patnott said
medley swim. That was the main
that his teams had to face a high
swim that I thought was real
fatigue level in addition to their
good, " said Patnott. "I thought
opponents.
that we had some solid swims the
"I was pleased. We're very,
rest of the way throughout."
very tired nght now It's tough to
In the diving events. Hope s
have good times when you re that
Barbara Woodruff ('94) placed
tired "
second off the three meter board
Patnott sees the fatigue and third off the one meter board.
becoming less of a factor when Tammy Persson ( 93) did just the
his teams start facing some opposite, placing second in the
tougher competition. He also one meter and third in the three
disregards any notion that his meter.
teams are in a slump
Coach Patnott was pleased by
According
to
Patnott, his divers performances. "I was
competition is limited
"We very pleased because the young
haven't had a challenge for a lady that won for Lake Forest was
eighth, last year, in the nation.
while and that s the main thing
We need to go up against a real Our diving coach (James Mitchell,
tough team to force the times 91) has done a great job with
them. They have come a long
(lower)."
The men's team showed its way "
The two swimming teams
depth on Saturday. In the s n
individual events thai the men's have key meets coming up First,
team placed first in, they were they will be at home against
Albion this Saturday Then they
won by su different swimmers.
On the women's side, team will travel to ameet at Kalamazoo,
captains Jilanne Banmck('91)and which they consider their toughest
Cristy Vredevelt ("91) each won competition, one week from today.
an individual event

Janice Mitchell ( 93)
c l i m b s out ot the pool
after the gr uel i ng 1000
meter f r e e s t y l e e v e n t .
Her t i m e of 12:03.01 gave
her third place, (right)
Ken Overway ('93), Tim
State (Lake Forest) and
B r a n d o n C o n v e r s e ( 94)
(left to right) ready
t h e m s e l v e s before the
1000 meter freestyle race
w h i c h was won by Ken
Overway.(below)
Photos

by

Lance

Evert

Senior's knee rebounds for last year in sport
by B r t i j Vertey
staff writer
After a y e a n s absence,
Kristen Roeten ('91) is back
doing what she does best -playing basketball
Wlien the 5-fooi, 11-inch
semor forward found out she
could play again she was a little
more than mildly exdted. So
were her teammates. Coach Wise
and all Hope College basketball
fans
Roeten played her first two
yean at Hope. Then she sat out
last year, the national championship year, due to a serious knee
injury.
"It was hard to sit and watch
than play. Not being able to go
out on the court and help them

and have fun with my friends friends for sticking with me and
was very frustrating," said giving me another chance to
Roeten
play."
"When I had the surgery on
Roeten continued, "1 just
my knee, they told me I'd never
love being on the court and
play again. That is why this
having fun. If I cm help the team
season is so special to me," she
win aiew games, thai will be nice
added
too."
Roeters is labeled as an asset
to the team. She is currently
'When I had the
averaging l2poinispergame and
surgery on my knee,
5 rebounds per game, helping her
they told me I'd never team to a 11-5 record (4-1 in the
play again. That is
MIAA).

why this season is so
special to me.'
-- Kristen Roeters

"I've worked really hard to get
my knee into playing shape, and I
just thank God and to all my

Roeters is a physical
education major with a biology
minor. She is also in the athletic
training program. She's looking
into programs for physicians
assistants for after graduation. In
her spare time, which isn't much.
sto ots, l^ocicp cnjpys pumpor
activities

Sports Scoreboard
MEN'S
BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

Olivet 6 2 , Adrian 55

Adrian 66, Hope 62

Hope 89. Adrian 60

Adrian 76. Alma 75

Alma 86. Adrian 70

Calvin 76. Albion 61

Calvin 6 4 , Albion 62

St. M a r y ' s , Ind. 76, Alb

H o p e 82. Kalamazoo 72

M I - D e a r b o m 69. Alma

Alma 9 4 , M i - D e a r b o r n 72

Adrian 76, Alma 75

Calvin 89, Olivet 85 (2 OTS)

Calvin 70. Olivet 51

Kalamazoo 79. Olivet 57

Hope 65. Kalamazoo 53
Olivet 73, Kalamazoo

MEN'S
SWIMMING

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING

K a l a m a z o o 146, Calvin 85

Kalamazoo 124, Calvin

H o p e 141, Alma 52

Hope 148, Alma 80

H o p e 102, Lake Forest, IL 92

Albion 78, Olivet 18
Hope 132, Lake Fo

the anchor

Ivin spikes Hope
[bchelle A n d e r s o i
editor
mens volleyball club
a tough loss against
linthreeBames. 15-12,155, last Friday at the Dow
game in the match was
ividual battle. Thefiraiwo
J could have gone either
ilt was not until the middle
[second game that you could
ie breakdown in Hope's
^We knew we had to just
about the score and play
:uhard." said Kelly Phillips
), "and I think we did. They
iplayedalitllebetter."
{Knowing what to do and
it is a difficult part of
ying a sport. "I don't know
it was," said Dave
:Intyre ('92). "I just felt
go flat. Usually when
I're plaving, you feel a lot of
mtfa. It gets you going. You
center in on the ball. At that
, they got the serve and it
cold. '
Thi> fwo wmns mot M h
amem Hope hosted in
her but both Phillips and
k y r e said neither team was

same.
They've changed enough
we've changed," said
Intyre, "We'veimproved.but
they ve made a bigger
than us."
ben there is talk of change,
change could be only a slight
erence and that difference
d change the game. "I didn't
He anything
extraordinary
• n , " said Maclntyre, "except
)e that they ran their back one
he back one is a short set
the setter comes from the

back row and puts the ball only a
couple of feet above the net to
decrease the time for the opposite
team to set up for the spike,
"Their captain goes around
and takes off on one loot like he's
going to make a lay up and sets
cross
court.
commented
Maclntyre
The Flying Dutchmen have
just started their season. They
have played Western Michigan
University, Central Michigan
University, and Ferris State
University.
Their record is
currently 1-3.
"It's our fourth match and
each match we've played we've
really improved a lot," said
Maclntyre.
"Overall, we re always going
to need to work on our passing, "
said Maclntyre, "but our serving
consistency improved a lot,
except for the first few rounds of
the first game. I think both teams
were a little bit on edge Also our
blockingimproved."
Concentration is a key factor
in any game. "Our concentration
was a lot better tomght as
compared to our last games," sai d
Maclntyre. "We played Western
and it was like nobody was there.
People were just going through
the motions. Central got a little
better."
"I think a lot of it has to do
with playing at home With the
crowd behind you, you get a little
more
focused," commented
Maclntyre, "you can feel where
theballis^oinfi "

ADOPTION- COLLEGE grid s
happily married childless wish to
adopt white newborn from
birthmother with similar background. College education, a
stable home with an abundance
of love is assured. Please help
make your dream come true. All
medical and legal expenses paid.
Confidential. Call collect. 1-305341-5901

&

Personals

AWARENESS!
HOPE
students for Peace. Meet this
Thursday at 9 pm in the Kletz.
Everyonewelcome.
-

a—

TIRED OF agonizing over
the meaning of life, orthe "Iliad"
in three double-spaced pages?
Are your eyes losing focus from
reading and rereading draft after
draft 9
Just need a second
1
opinion? Let a writing consultant
HAVE YOU ever wanted to
at the Academic Support Center
work on a TV show or just think
have a look, give another
it looks like fun? Well Hope
perspective, maybe make some
Connections (our student run
suggestions, or help ease that
cable TV show) is having an
anxiety. Van Zoeren 261; ext
org anizationalmeetingThursday,
7830, (It s free)
Jan 31 at 7 pm in Lubben 220.
NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Guaranteed to be lots
ARTICLES NEEDED for
of fun. Questions? Call Heather Inklings, Concerned about the
Shoup (X7595) or Jenny war? Have a plug to make for
ce? Worried aboutterrorism?
(X6289). See you there!
you want to express your
INFORMATION FOR peace views on these or any other
actions in Western Michigan. issues, turn in an essay to the
Institute for Global Education Inklings box in the campus mail
Peace Hotline: M54-0820
room (in DeWitt) For more
information call Jamie X6911 or
IS PAPER writing not your Jennifer X6157

r

game 9 Come to the A.S C. for
some
free
peer
writing
counseling. Van Zoeren 261 nght next to the library; 9 to 5;
ext 7830

PERPLEXED,
BEWILDERED,
mystified,
confused or frustrated over a
paper that needs improvement?
Plum out of solutions? Perhaps
an Academic Support Center
writing consultant could boost
your wiring confidence and help
that paper at the same time. Give
us a (free! always free!) try! Van.
Zoeren261; ext. 7830,

"1 THINK globally, act
locally" Environmental Issues
meets weekly Wed 6:30pm, 4th
floor Lubbers. Come and get
•nvoKrd

KIM -- HOWS the foreign
life? Good to see you and hope
all is well. Will write for real
soon! W.H.

MED SERVICE

CONGRATS - TO all the
new Alpha Phi Omega Pledges!
Good Luck —Heather

JON - SO you have the ticket
(even if it s in the wrong room)
Who's the lucky one?
Heather
LAURA- TO all those late
night talks I say thanks. Maybe
we should start getting up at 5 am
everyday!?! Thanks for being a
great roomie Love your roomie.
HEY! BEFORE turning in
that paper try getting a free
second opinion from a writing
consultant. Call/stop in for an
appointment: Academic Support
Center, Van Zoeren 261, ext.
7830.

HAVE YOU ever wanted to
work on a TV show or just think
it looks life fun? Well, Hope
Connections (our student run
cable TV show) is having an
org anizationalmeetingThursday,
Jan 31 at 7 pm in Lubbers 220.
NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Guaranteed to be lots
of fun. Questions? Call Heather
Shoup (X7595) or Jenny
(X6289). See you there!

(Just South of Bob Evans)

(GREATER HOLLAND HEALTH CENTER)

Spanish courses

Experience first-hand, the life of a Mexican family

WOOSTER in MEXICO
S u m m e r 1991

Classifieds

The club heads to Hie ioac
today as they seek a victorv over
Olivet. This weekend they con
tinue their road trip with a
tournament at the Univeraty of
Michigan.

Earn credit for two Intermediate-level

Page 15

June 19 to July 31

A summer homestoy/study p r o g r o m in Mexico for
students a t GLCA schools w h o have c o m p l e t e d
the equivalent of t w o semesters of Introductory
Spanish.
Applicaflon deadline: February 15, 1991

For more informotion ot an application,
please call of write:

WOOSTER IN MEXICO
International Student Affairs Office
The CollegG of Wooster
Wooster. OH 4/169)
Tel: (216) 263-2074

•Prompt thoughtful care of: Colds,Flu,Allergies,burns,
infections,lacerations,breaks,sprains etc.
•Licensed Physicians on duty
•Immediate treatment of Illness or Injury
•General medicine and minor emergencies
•Minor Surgery
•X-ray on premises

•No appointment necessary-competitive fees
10% student discount

(Student ID Required)

Urgent Care Walk-In Clinic
personal checks accepted
Hours:

O

Mon-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-0 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
•
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Blue Cross/Blue Shield
MESSA/SET

607 Heritage Ct.
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Get theAKT Calling Card and yourfirstcall is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free AISH Calling Card, you'll
get your first 15-minute call free*
With your AT&T Calling Card,

)n $»* m t t

| | you can call from almost anywhere
] to anywhere. And you can keep
i your card, even if you move and
get a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student

program, a whole package of products and
designed to make a student's budget go farther
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655. :

And let freedom ring.

AW. Helping make college life a little easier.

*A BOO value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the ARff Night/Weekend calling period, llpm to Sam, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm
Rktay through 5pm Sunday. You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and
when you call Applications must bereceivedby June 30,1991.

ART
The right chq

